
Lagos: The Cosmopolitan Capital

of the West Algarve

Why do we love Lagos? We and so many others do too, people from all backgrounds, ages,
nationalities and cultures love this diverse and bustling small, atmospheric, historical and
cultural city on the Atlantic coast. The list is endless, but, in a nutshell it is just so cool, and
chic and happening and peaceful, there is literally something for everyone. A vast array of
international cuisine, iconic beaches, a stunning marina, coastal walks, water sports, action if
you want it and peace if you crave it. Whether you are looking to make Lagos your permanent
home, second home or make an excellent property investment, we can help. We have the
professionalism, passion, local knowledge and "know how" on all things property as well as
visas for retirees, Digi Nomads, you name it!

* NEW EXCLUSIVE LISTING - €425,000 *

Our spotlight this week is on this new exclusive listing, a beautiful modern apartment in the
heart of Lagos, built to exacting standards by the very best developer in the area. Priced to
sell at €425,000 this property offers the best you could ask for in Lagos, the location, central

http://www.olivehomes.com/


and easy walking distance to beaches, marina, a vast array of restaurants and shops. In
beautiful "like new" condition, this T2 is light, bright and spacious with a huge almost 40m2
terrace with open view. With gym, jacuzzi and heated saltwater pool. Also with an A energy
rating!

Click HERE to read full details about this property.

New apartments under construction in prime location

These stunning 2 bedroom apartments are
located in a prime position close to the
centre of Lagos, the modern apartments
under construction offer the best of quality
construction and finishes, and are very...

Ref. OH2527
Price € 340,000

Beautiful new apartments in historical Lagos

http://www.olivehomes.com/
https://www.olivehomes.com/property/apartment-lagos-pool-gym-open-views/442593
https://www.olivehomes.com/property/2-bed--apartment-new-garage-pool-lagos/441715


Fantastic Location with Sea Views!
Beautiful, bright, and sunny two bedroom
apartments. Each apartment includes
bedrooms with built-in wardrobes, two
bathrooms, a living room, and a fully...

Ref. OH2434
Price € 345,000

New apartments in fantastic location

Located in a prime position close to the
centre of Lagos, these 3 bedroom modern
apartments under construction offer the best
of quality construction and finishes, at very
reasonable prices.

Ref. OH2530
Price € 460,000

Coming soon - register your interest now and be the first to receive details:
Luxury new beach apartments in Lagos from €570,000
Excellent apartments close to the beach in Portimão area from €380,000

For expert advice and all your buying and selling requirements in the West Algarve, contact
Natascha Hunt on +351 912488155 or natascha.hunt@olivehomes.com!

Testimonial Of The Week

OliveHomes.com were very professional, friendly and

efficient. They helped us throughout the process. We are very

happy and special thanks to Mihaela.

Veronica and Damian
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